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Abstract. Although cybersecurity is a domain where data analysis and
training are considered of the highest importance, few virtual environ-
ments for cybersecurity are specifically developed, while they are used
efficiently in other domains to tackle these issues.
By taking into account cyber analysts’ practices and tasks, we have pro-
posed the 3D Cyber Common Operational Picture model (3D Cyber-
COP), that aims at mediating analysts’ activities into a Collaborative
Virtual Environment (CVE), in which users can perform alert analysis
scenarios.
In this article, we present a usability study we have performed with non-
expert users. We have proposed three virtual environments (a graph-
based, an office-based, and the coupling of the two previous ones) in
which users should perform a simplified alert analysis scenario based on
the WannaCry ransomware. In these environments, users must switch
between three views (alert, cyber and physical ones) which all contain
different kinds of data sources. These data have to be used to perform the
investigations and to determine if alerts are due to malicious activities
or if they are caused by false positives.
We have had 30 users, with no prior knowledge in cybersecurity. They
have performed very well at the cybersecurity task and they have man-
aged to interact and navigate easily. SUS usability scores were above 70
for the three environments and users have shown a preference towards the
coupled environment, which was considered more practical and useful.

Keywords: Virtual Reality · Cyber Security · Usability Study.

1 Introduction

More and more human activities are digitized and connected in cyberspace.
The cyberspace could be defined as Gutzwiller does as a space that ’comprises
communications between computing devices, the devices themselves, and the in-
terconnections of machines and networks to the physical world as both sensors
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and actuators’ [5]. In this context cybersecurity grows in importance, as a small
security breach in a network can have a huge impact on organizations or coun-
tries, as with the WannaCry Attack in 2017. Visual Analytics solutions are now
provided to analysts to help them to understand cyber situations [20]. These
solutions offer efficient 2D visualizations coupled with advanced data process-
ing capabilities, but few 3D visualizations or Immersive Analytics solutions are
developed for cybersecurity, even though they can leverage some issues in data
analysis and are getting attention in other domains [6].

In the same way, training environments proposed for cybersecurity are still
only developed for specific cases with expert tools or serious games for sensiti-
zation whereas Virtual Environments for Training have been used for years in
the industry for different scenarios or practices [15].

In our opinion, Virtual Environments (VE) for cybersecurity should merge
data visualization with contextual scenarios to be useful for both experts and
non-experts [10]. Figure 1 shows in a Venn Diagram our position towards the
usability of Virtual Reality (VR) for cybersecurity.

Fig. 1. Venn diagram of our position about the usability of Virtual Reality Applications
for cybersecurity, which is at the intersection of three distinct domains, Virtual Reality,
Data Visualization and Cybersecurity.

To develop such environments, the analysis of cyber activities, tasks and
practices must be performed to model relevant use cases. To face this issue, we
have developed a VE instantiation model, the 3D Cyber Common Operational
Picture (3D CyberCOP) [8], based on activities and task analysis of Security
Operations Centers (SOC) operators. We also have proposed an alert analysis
scenario based on the WannaCry ransomware, as a use case of our model.
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Fig. 2. Data sources treated by a cyber analyst to get Cyber SA, from [22].

To assess the effectiveness of a VE for both data visualization and training
for cybersecurity, evaluations and exercises should be performed with various
users.

In this article, we will present the usability study we have performed with
non-expert users, based on an implementation of the 3D CyberCOP model. We
will not emphasize new or innovative interaction techniques but rather more on
the adaptation of cyber practices into a VE.

In section 2 we will present the 3D CyberCOP model and our use case based
on the WannaCry ransomware. This model was based on a study of Security
Operation Center (SOC) operators’ activities, tasks and practices and aims at
adapting these practices into a VE.

Then in section 3, we will present an instantiation of our model we have de-
veloped for a usability study with non-experts users. We will detail our usability
study in section 4 and the results in section 5, and we will conclude by showing
perspectives of our approach.

2 3D CyberCOP Model and analysis scenario

There is a growing interest in human factor field and cognitive science for cyber-
security, which aim at easing the burden of analysts, as they have to deal with a
huge number of data sources to develop a mental model of the cyber situation,
called the Cyber Situational Awareness (Cyber SA) (Figure 2).

Defining a cybersecurity operation activity model can facilitate the under-
standing of operators’ activities within organizations and the collaboration be-
tween these organizations [19]. We have developed our 3D Cyber Common Op-
erational Picture (3D CyberCOP) model with this in mind. In this section, we
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will detail our model and the analysis of WannaCry ransomware we have made
in order to create alert analysis scenarios.

2.1 Cyber Activity Modeling

Cyber activity studies take often place in Security Operations Centers (SOCs),
which are well-defined structures where analysts are monitoring networks round-
the-clock, and where they have to investigate alerts for client companies or in-
ternal security [7]. There exist anthropological studies in SOC in order to un-
derstand the roles and tasks of operators [18], and taxonomies were developed
to characterize them [4]. Cognitive Tasks Analysis (CTA) were also performed
to assess operator’s sense-making capabilities [3] and to help to develop effective
visualization tools via the EevI framework, for example [16].

We had had the opportunity to visit our industrial partners’ SOCs and to
perform the following activity analysis described hereafter [9]: after a preliminary
visit to understand the context and to get authorizations, we had planned to
interview SOC operators and to get information on their practices to develop
adapted visualizations.

By using a SOC operator’s roles model such as the one proposed by McKenna,
Staheli and Meyer in [11] and features from a Computer Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) model proposed by Casarin, Pacqueriaud, and Bechmann in [2]
which are relevant in SOCs, we have defined an activity model which purpose
is to adapt cybersecurity practices into a Collaborative VE. In this paper, we
will focus only on single-user cyber activities and we are not taking into account
collaborative ones. For each feature, we will describe how it is done in SOCs, how
we could tailor it for Virtual Environments (VE), and an example of a possible
instantiation in an alert analysis scenario, as summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. 3D CyberCOP model allowing the adaptation of SOC features into a Virtual
Environment.

FEATURES ACTIVITY MODEL DESIGN SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE SCENARIO

Roles
-Trade-off between decision
and data analysis
-Hierarchical interactions

-Users with specific actions
-Hierarchical interactions

-Analyst immersed
in VR
-Coordinator with
2D Dashboard

Tasks
-Ticketing system
-Specific tasks from
defined roles

-Ticketing system
-Simulated interactions
or scenarios

-Simulated actions for
incident analysis

Visualizations
-Tools for monitoring,
correlation and reporting

-2D, 3D or immersive
filtered visualizations
-Integration of
existing tools

-2D and
immersive visualizations
-Physical, Cyber
and Alert views

Data
-Aggregated by
SIEMs or IDS
-From various sources

-Simulated data sets
and metrics
-Integration with
existing tools

-High level events
and alerts
-Network & Entropy
metrics
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Roles Cyber activities are a trade-off between decisions and data analysis [17].
For example, an analyst has to execute the request of a coordinator by investi-
gating alerts and sending reports, and the coordinator must take into account
this analysis to make decisions.

To implement roles, we can define specific visualizations and interactions.
For example, an analyst role could have a detailed view of an asset from an
egocentric point of view whereas the coordinator role could have a global view
of all assets of the network from an exocentric point of view (as in the Frame of
Reference model from Salzman, Dede, and Loftin [14]). To respect the hierarchies
between roles, we could implement hierarchical interactions: analysts are given
orders and send reports whereas coordinators give orders and read reports.

Tasks Cyber analysts have different levels of expertise and they perform tasks
with respect to it. To coordinate their actions, they use a ticketing system that
tracks their activities and helps them following procedures. Analysts can perform
a lot of actions but they can be regrouped into categories such as Asset Analysis,
Log Cleaning or File Disassembling. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) gives global information about tasks in cybersecurity3.

For our VE, we have modeled and simulated categories of actions such as
inspection (getting information from a computer or an alert), analysis (per-
forming anomaly analysis on a computer), or reporting (sending a report on
alerts). The ticketing system has been implemented to keep the coordination
between users’ actions concerning existing procedures.

In an analysis scenario, we want users to perform simple yet relevant tasks
by giving them contextual UIs. Tasks are represented by UI buttons and they
are related to an incident analysis procedure.

Data As analysts have to face a lot of heterogeneous data from various sources
and sensors [21], aggregation and correlation tools such as Security Information
and Event Management systems (SIEMs) or Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
give them high-level events or alerts that are much more interesting to investigate
than raw data [13].

In our VE, we have simulated events or alerts from high-level data sources
and we have provided contextual metrics that can give global information about
the security state of the system.

In an analysis scenario, we could generate alerts triggered by some metrics
provided by the simulated system such as the entropy of filesystems or the net-
work traffic.

Visualizations Usually, 2D dashboards are used to give general information
and status reports to everyone in the SOC. Analysts use a lot of dedicated
tools to correlate or monitor data. These tools are tailored for specific cases and

3 https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
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Visual Analytics solutions are used only if regular ones are not giving enough
information [20].

In our VE, we have developed both 2D dashboards and immersive interfaces
for different roles and needs. In an analysis scenario, analysts could be immersed
while the coordinator will have a holistic point of view from a 2D dashboard
(Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Examples of visualizations developed from our activity analysis: a 2D monitor-
ing dashboard (TOP) and an immersive interface (BOTTOM).

To limit cognitive load while allowing data correlation [23], we have provided
separate views that give complementary information about the monitored sys-
tems. For example, one physical view and one cyber view could be provided.
These views respectively contain data about the ’physical’ environment (device
settings, last user logged on the device, geographical position of computers in
a building, etc) and the network environment (network flow and topology, IP
addresses).
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To implement these features, we have designed an alert analysis scenario
based on the WannaCry ransomware.

2.2 Ransomware modeling

We have chosen to model the Wannacry Ransomware4, as it has caused major
troubles in May 2017 and as its behavior could be described simply [12]. Figure 4
sums up our modeling of WannaCry ransomware.

When Wannacry infects a computer (by being downloaded and executed for
example), it encrypts data on the computer and it propagates itself through the
network by using Windows seven Operating System (OS) vulnerabilities. The
user must pay a ransom to get her data back, as the encryption could not be
broken. The entropy of filesystems and network traffic metrics are enough to
describe Wannacry’s high-level behavior: when it infects a computer, it raises
the entropy metric (files are encrypted, resulting of high activity) and when it
propagates, the network traffic increases as well. These metrics raise alerts when
they reach thresholds and these alerts can be true or false positives (for example
a data backup and encryption or a download activity from a computer will raise
these metrics even if these activities are not caused by WannaCry). WannaCry
can also raise only one metric, for example, if the computer is protected against
data encryption but not patched (the ransomware can propagate), or if it is
patched but not protected.

One specific analysis scenario will be presented in the following section.

3 Proposed environments and scenario for usability
evaluation

To perform a usability evaluation, we have chosen specific features to implement
into our environment. In this section, we will detail the VE and the alert analysis
scenario we have designed for the evaluation.

3.1 Evaluated environment

As we want to assess the effectiveness of VE for cybersecurity, we have decided to
implement the Analyst role of our 3D CyberCOP model. Users will be immersed
in an environment containing a potentially infected network of computers and
will have to gather information to characterize alerts.

In order to get information from the environment, we have provided three
views, namely the alert, the cyber and the physical view (Figure 5). Users have
to switch between them in order to get relevant information on the situation.

4 http://cert-mu.govmu.org/English/Documents/White%20Papers/White%20Paper%20-
%20The%20WannaCry%20Ransomware%20Attack.pdf
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Fig. 4. WannaCry behavioral model used for alert analysis scenario creation.
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Fig. 5. From top to bottom, the alert view, the cyber view, and the physical view.
Views are colocated in the VE, in order to facilitate the switching between them. Users
select computer to access data relative to the current view.
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– The alert view contains data regarding the alerts status. If a computer is
concerned with an alert, it will be highlighted by a particle system for ex-
ample.

– The cyber view allows users to get information from the network architecture
or network processes.

– The physical view contains data related to the processes of computers, their
operating system, and other information.

Navigation in the Virtual Environment is made by using the teleportation
metaphor, but we also have let the possibility to the user to use a joypad to
move.

Information is displayed through 2D interfaces that are accessible by selecting
computers or relevant 3D objects. Selection is made by using the selecting ray
metaphor.

3.2 Analysis scenario

The alert analysis task has been simplified to be achieved by users with no prior
knowledge about cybersecurity: only a few data were available and the procedure
was lightened. The analysis scenario was the following (Figure 6):

– Alerts appear on the alert view, and users have to follow an investigation
procedure to resolve the case.

– The investigation is done by switching views to gather relevant information
about the alert (an entropy alert should be investigated in the physical view
and a network alert in the cyber one). Specific actions will be available for
users, such as ’get information from this computer’ or ’perform an anomaly
analysis’ (these actions are simulated according to procedures).

– Once the user thinks she has enough information, she has to characterize the
alert by escalating or dismissing it. Once it is done, she has to select another
alert and continue the investigation.

This scenario was successfully implemented into a VE, and we have proposed
a usability study based on this implementation.

4 Usability evaluation protocol

As we wanted to evaluate the usability of a VE for an alert analysis task, we
have designed three different environments and an evaluation protocol.

4.1 Virtual Environments for alert analysis

Abstract environments, as 3D graph visualization are more and more used for
data analysis whereas concrete environments are usually used for training ses-
sions.
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Fig. 6. Alerts investigation simplified scenario.

We have wanted to see if users would perform better in a classical 3D Graph
visualization representing the network topology or in an office-based one where
computers, desktops and so on are represented.

To go beyond this comparison, we have also proposed an environment con-
taining both the network topology and the office assets. These environments are
represented in the Figure 7.

Order of the three proposed environment was defined by two conditions:
even users begin with the graph-based environment (Abstract-Concrete-Mixed
condition) whereas odd users begin with the office-based one (Concrete-Abstract-
Mixed condition). The third environment was always the mixed one.

4.2 Protocol

We thought that users would find the concrete environment more entertaining
but that they would also be more efficient in the abstract environment while the
mixed one would be considered too complex. We have defined three scenarios
presenting similarities so that the tasks were different in each environment to
avoid a learning effect. These scenarios contained the same infected assets but
positioned differently into the environments.

We had performed the evaluation with an Oculus Rift CV1. VE was de-
veloped with the Unity Game Engine and the VRTK toolkit for interaction
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Fig. 7. From top to bottom: concrete office environment, abstract graph-based envi-
ronment, and mixed environment. In these environments, users had to analyze cyber-
security alerts by following specific analysis scenarios.
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metaphors. An event-based architecture was used to implement the scenario
and to facilitate action logging [9].

Users had to fill a consent form where we explained the purpose of the ex-
periment. Then, they had to perform a tutorial task in order to get familiar with
the immersive devices and the VE. Alert analysis tasks lasted fifteen minutes;
there were eleven alerts to investigate, and two false positives among them.

In between immersive tasks, we asked users to fill a SUS usability question-
naire [1] and to answer some questions about the task itself.

At the end of the third immersive task, after filling the SUS and task ques-
tionnaires, we asked users which interface they had preferred and why. We asked
also some questions about the physiological effects of immersive experiments and
technology adoption.

The experimentation protocol is summed up in the Table 2.

Table 2. Usability experiment protocol

Experimentation Step Duration

Greeting and consent form 15 min

Tutorial and familiarization task 10 min

Three VE experiments in two different orders 10 x 3 min

Usability and task analysis survey 5 x 3 min

User Experience and preferences survey 10 min

5 Results and Findings

We carried out our experiment for a month and collected the results of thirty
users, mostly computer science students. Most users were unfamiliar with im-
mersive technologies and cybersecurity but familiar with video games. The total
average duration of a user’s evaluation was one hour and thirty minutes, and all
users passed the analysis scenarios. In the Figures that we are going to present,
the margin of error comes from the standard deviation. The p-values given come
from ANOVA-type variance analyzes at 95%.

5.1 Results

The abstract, concrete and mixed environments respectively obtained SUS us-
ability scores of 76.41, 72.42 and 77.33 out of 100 (Figure 8), which means
that they are considered usable (the usability threshold of an interface is set to
70/100 for the SUS test). There were no significant differences in the environ-
mental usability scores between the users who started experimenting with the
abstract environment (ACM condition) and users who started with the concrete
environment (CAM condition) (Figure 9).
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The results of ANOVA-type variance analysis at 95% between the two con-
ditions and for the abstract, concrete and mixed environments give p = 0.81, p
= 0.71 and p = 0.69 respectively.

Fig. 8. Mean values (with standard deviation error) of SUS usability score for each
environment. All environments gets a score higher than 70, which means that they are
usable (from the SUS test perspective).

Fig. 9. Mean values of SUS usability score for each environment and for both exper-
imentations’ conditions. No significant differences between experimentations’ condi-
tions.

Users have preferred the mixed environment combining abstract and concrete
data representation. The ACM and CAM conditions for passing the experiment
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(i.e. starting with the abstract or concrete environment) had no effect on user
preferences (Figure 10). Contrary to what we thought, the complexity of this
environment was not a limiting factor for most users, but the fact that it was
always explored in the third session may have influenced their choice.

Fig. 10. Users’ preferences for proposed environments. No significant differences be-
tween experimentations’ conditions.

The average score for the questions concerning physiological disorders was
3.08/10, which means that users did not experience any discomfort during the
experiments (Figure 11), although we have found that six users (three out of five
users older than thirty-five years old, two users under the age of twenty-five and
one user between twenty-five and thirty-five years old) felt more dizziness than
the others.

Users have considered that they could easily acquire the skills required to use
this VE (average score of 8/10), with a significant effect of age (average score of
5.8 / 10 for those older than thirty-five years old).

Immersive devices were considered pleasant and potentially usable at work.
Environments and immersive technology were generally found to be relevant,
with scores on questions about technology adoption and user experience above
6 out of 10.

An analysis score was assigned to users based on the accuracy of their alert
characterization. A score of eight out of eleven means, for example, that they
correctly characterized eight alerts (including false positives) out of the eleven
present in the scenarios. On average, users have performed well during the ex-
periments (average score greater than 8.5/11) (Figure 12 on the left). We found
out that alert analysis time was significantly higher in the concrete environment
than in the abstract and mixed environments (p = 4×10−4). Users have analyzed
alerts more quickly in the mixed environment, although there were no signifi-
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Fig. 11. Cybersickness questionnaire answers. Users have not felt particularly dizzy
while performing the experimentation.

cant differences in analysis times between abstract and mixed environments (p
= 0.1).

As the mixed environment was always explored last, adaptation to the exper-
iment as well as familiarity with the task can explain this result (Figure 12 on
the middle). On the other hand, we did not find any differences concerning the
distance traveled in different environments (p = 0.59) (Figure 12 on the right).

Fig. 12. Mean values of scenario scores, analysis time per alert and distance traveled
for each environment.
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There was barely any effect of age or familiarity on results, but our sample
of users was too small to interpret significant differences between familiarities
(for example we had only five users that were more than thirty-five years old).

Some data were available to users to help them to characterize alerts (as the
Operating System version or the IP address), and between each experiment, we
asked users which data sources were useful. We have noticed that users tended
to use more and more data sources to analyze alerts while they were gaining
experience during the experiment (Figure 13).

Fig. 13. Data usages for characterizing alerts. We can see a progression of data usages
from scenario 1 to scenario 3 (scenarios were always made in the same order).

5.2 Findings

This experiment showed us that a VE for non-experts in cybersecurity is usable,
even if results can be discussed.

Users’ performance (e.g. score) was not better from the first try to the last
one. Maybe the task was too simple so that most of the users had been perform-
ing well but have not progressed through experiments. Because we gave users
barely any indication (except in the inter-experiment questionnaires in which
was mentioned which data source could be used to conduct the analysis), they
had sometimes no idea about their performances: they knew that they were
correctly characterizing alerts, but sometimes they were having some doubts.

Globally, users did not face cybersickness, even if our five subjects who have
more than thirty-five years old and were familiar neither with video games nor
with immersive interfaces felt more dizzy according to the questionnaire answers.

The three views were well used by users, but some users pointed out that data
were not so different between them, and that alert view was not useful. Maybe a
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2D User Interface (UI) could be provided to users to get alerts information and
to reduce views switching.

Some users have regretted that any help was available during the experiment.
This could be provided easily by adding a 2D UI attached to any user’s hand
and showing pieces of advice.

Instead of investigating alerts one after the other, users have tended to cross-
analyze alerts to see if there were some redundancies in data or if computers
close to each other in the network topology have the same processes and alerts.

The fact that users preferred the graph-office mixed environment is maybe
due to that it was the last environment they explored, and that they were more
familiar with the system. The fact that they have not preferred the office-based
environment regardless of condition is an interesting result that we need to
investigate.

Overall, users have considered that these VEs for cybersecurity were usable
and they were ready to use them, but as they were not cybersecurity experts,
we need to perform other studies to analyze this point. Immersive technologies
were appreciated by users and they were interested in using them for their work
or activities.

6 Conclusion

By studying Security Operations Centers (SOCs) operators’ practices, we have
designed an activity model, the 3D CyberCOP, which aims at translating cyber-
security activities into a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE). This model
have allowed us to design a Virtual Environment (VE) in which users could per-
form cybersecurity alert analysis scenarios based on the WannaCry ransomware.
In order to assess the effectiveness of merging both data visualization and train-
ing approaches for cybersecurity operators, we have conducted a usability study
with non-expert users.

This study has shown that they have succeeded in interacting and navi-
gating through the environments. They have managed to gather data and to
understand the cyber situation only after few sessions with great scores, even
if the task seemed difficult on the first try. Users have shown a preference to
the environment that contained both graph and office visualizations and have
found these environments useful for analyzing cyber threats, with a usability
score superior to 70.

Further studies should be made to assess the effectiveness of such environ-
ments for cybersecurity experts.

In the future we will develop a 2D version of the experimentation, to compare
the results between immersive and non-immersive interfaces. The usefulness of
view switching will be evaluated maybe in a collaborative experiment. Linking
our VE with an existing cyber data analysis tools will bring us more capabilities
and more realistic cases, and we will evaluate the reliability of this approach by
comparing training with a cyber training tool and with our VE.
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